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fund fossil fuel review
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of a review of fossil fuel investments

by Strathclyde pension fund - p3

UNISON members will be

marching for climate

justice with tens of

thousands of protesters on

Saturday 6 November in

Glasgow.

As the city hosts world leaders

for the UN climate talks,

demonstrations will be held

across the UK and globally.

And UNISON branches in

Scotland can play a huge part in

mobilising members to be on

the streets in Glasgow,

demanding politicians urgently

step up action on the climate

emergency - including support

for people in the global south,

who have done least to cause the

crisis, yet suffer the worst

impacts of extreme weather.

The United Nations

Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change ‘code red for

humanity’ report in August

emphasised the dangers to life

across the planet if global heating

is not limited to a rise of 1.5C on

pre-industrial levels - a target in

the 2015 Paris Agreement.
UNISON General Secretary

Christina McAnea will be with

members in Glasgow on the trade

union bloc of the COP26

Coalition march on 6 November.

She and UNISON Scotland

Convener Lilian Macer will also

launch a new UNISON report on

greening public services on

Monday 8 November in Glasgow.

Getting strong contingents

out on marches in Glasgow,

London and around the UK is

part of UNISON’s longstanding

commitment to action on

climate change.

Depute Convener Stephen

Smellie urged branches in

Scotland to support the 6

November march and rally and

help ensure that as many members

as possible join the UNISON

section of the trade union bloc.

Assemble in Kelvingrove Park,

12 noon, with the march starting

off at 11.30am and a rally at

Glasgow Green from 3-4pm.

Stephen said: “Climate change is

a key issue for UNISON because it

is already impacting on our

members and threatens the future of

public services and the lives of our

children and their children.

“I hope UNISON members

will be well represented on the 6

November in Glasgow. Bring

your UNISON banners, placards

and face masks!”

Protests and events organised

by the COP26 Coalition and

UNISON and Stop Climate Chaos

Scotland in November and in the

build-up will be organised in line

with relevant COVID restrictions

and guidance. Please follow the

guidance and any additional

advice from organisers and check

websites and social media for

updates.

See UNISON websites - and

COP26 Coalition updates for any

global youth climate strike

announcements, info on 6 Nov,

People’s Summit and more at

https://cop26coalition.org/

I hope UNISON members will be

well represented on the 6 November

in Glasgow. Bring your UNISON

banners, placards and face masks!’
STEPHEN SMELLIE

‘
UNISON members to demand climate justice at COP26

www.unison-scotland.org

By Fiona Montgomery

Information development officer

Our International Committee is
proud to once more support the

inspiring Take One Action Film
Festivals.

These annual festivals show brilliant films

from around the world on social justice and

related issues, with this year’s featuring

climate change again in a big way in the year

of the COP26 climate talks.

Committee member Louise Giblin, of

SEPA UNISON, is taking part in a

discussion with a speaker from Global

Justice Now after the screening of The

New Corporation on 26 September at the

Glasgow Film Theatre.

Described as “an urgent takedown of

corporate greenwashing that pulls no

punches”, it is an “unfortunately necessary

sequel”, to the 2003 hit The Corporation.

Convener Lilian Macer will join two

discussions on the ‘stunning’ new film

Living Proof, which is opening the

Aberdeen and Inverness TOA Festivals on

22 and 29 October respectively.

It is a new archive documentary which

looks for the roots of the climate crisis in

Scottish post-war history.

On 31 October in Inverness,

International Committee co-chair Kaila

McCulloch will speak at a post-film

discussion on Of Land and Bread, ‘a raw

account of life in occupied Palestine’.

Details of the full online and in person

programme, including the four screenings

above are on the UNISON Scotland

website.

Social Housing

must be at

heart of COVID

recovery
UNISON publishes

manifesto - p2

As we went to print,

UNISON University of

Dundee branch members

were about to take industrial

action to fight the

employer’s plans to close

and replace their defined

benefit scheme with a

‘cheaper and inferior’

defined contribution

scheme next year.
Initial action will see 300

members striking for five days

across the start of the new

academic year, with pickets

each morning as well a rally in

Dundee’s City Square at noon

on the first day, 29 September. 

There will then be action on

30 September and 1, 4, and 5

October.

About 900 staff in grades

one to six are affected by this

proposal affecting the

University of Dundee

Superannuation Scheme

(UODSS). Staff above grade

six are in a different scheme

which is negotiated nationally. 

Steve McLellan, UNISON

area organiser, explained that

the university’s plans would

mean a “cheaper and inferior”

scheme which would: “leave

many of our members in

pension poverty and will see

some losing up to 40% of their

pension in retirement.” 

“The university wants to

move all future financial

pension risks to our members.

“Members’ finances in

retirement will become

uncertain, exactly what they

will receive will be unclear.”

UNISON Scotland regional

organiser, Mo Dickson said:

“Back in March, the university

promised staff it would listen

to feedback and consider ideas.

“UNISON has made a

number of proposals which

would save the university

money and reduce its risks, but

these have been rejected at

every turn.

“Instead, it continues to

insist that its lowest-paid,

mainly women workers take

on all future pension risks

and pay for a situation not of

their making.

“We are calling on the

university to ditch this proposal

and start discussing a fair

solution.”

Please donate!
The branch is looking for

financial support for the
striking workers. Please donate
via bank transfer to: UNISON
Dundee University 7383
Branch

Sort Code: 60-83-01
Account number: 20033277
Or send a cheque payable to

‘UNISON Dundee University
7383 Branch’ to:

Phil Welsh, University of

Dundee, Main Library, Dundee

DD1 4HN.

Dundee University UNISON

strike to protect pensions
University

proposal would

leave lowest

paid, mainly

women, in

pension poverty,

some losing up

to 40% of 

their pension.



UNISON Fife Health

Branch has been chosen

as the Fife Flyers title

sponsor for the 2021/22 Elite

Ice Hockey League season.
The branch, which represents

more than 3,000 workers across

Fife, was randomly selected by

Steve Briere, legendary Fife

Flyers’ goal minder.

Wilma Brown, branch treasurer

said: “When we first sponsored

the team in 2019 it very quickly

became apparent that there was a

lot of love for Fife Flyers within

our branch membership.

“When the opportunity arose

to continue this sponsorship, we

jumped at the chance because we

recognised that Fife Flyers is an

organisation that is aligned with

UNISON values and it is our

privilege to be the title sponsors

this season in particular.

“We are proud to be involved

in something that is at the heart of

our community and will see

people coming together again to

cheer on the team.”

The branch’s  sponsored player

for this season is goalkeeper

Shane Owen.
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UNISON Scotland has paid

tribute to leading trade

union activist Tam Waterson

who passed away suddenly

on 9 September. 
Tam was a committed and

passionate trade unionist who

fought tirelessly for healthcare

workers and the NHS. 

He began his career at the Royal

Infirmary as a porter 31 years ago

and in recent years took on the role of

employee director in NHS Lothian

health board. 

He also served on the Midlothian

Integration Joint Board. 

As chair of UNISON Scotland’s

health committee for the past 16

years, Tam represented members at

local, Scottish and UK level and

worked endlessly to improve the

working lives of our members. 

During this time he also continued

his role as chair of his own UNISON

branch, Lothian, and represented

members at a local level. 

Tributes to Tam, and the

contribution he made within

UNISON for both the betterment

of our own trade union and the

working lives of our members,

have flooded in from UNISON

regions, branches, activists,

members, staff, and the wider

trade union movement. 

Paying tribute to Tam, Willie

Duffy, UNISON Scotland’s head

of health, said: 

“Tam had been in

and out of hospital

over the last 2 years,

and he showed great

courage during

these times. 

“Tam was a

committed socialist,

trade unionist and

strong campaigner.

Tam’s whole life

was about

supporting the

vulnerable in

society, the lower

paid staff and he

was instrumental in

achieving - among

other things - the

abolition of AFC

Band 1 in NHS Scotland which

benefitted thousands of low paid

workers. 

“Tam loved his work because

he knew that it made a difference.

He was a comrade, a friend and a

support to so many. 

“He tackled everything in life

with great determination and a

great sense of humour and he will

be dearly missed.” 

Tracy Miller, Branch Secretary

of Lothian Health Branch,

reflected on the immeasurable

contribution Tam has made to his

UNISON branch, and the working

lives of healthcare staff across

Lothian: 
“Tam was UNISON Lothian

Health branch chairperson and he

held this position from the very

first day the branch was formed.

He was fierce, strong, kind, loyal. 

Tam Waterson was a socialist and

a proud trade unionist. But to us at

branch level he was just “Tam” - a

font of knowledge and always happy

to share this to help and support the

stewards in the branch.

“Tam was still representing

members up until his tragic and

untimely death. He will be missed

by us all, but the legacy he has left

will live forever in our hearts.” 

Under Tam’s leadership of the

Scottish Health Committee (SHC),

UNISON took forward many

successful campaigns and was at

the forefront of negotiations with

the Scottish Government on health

members terms and conditions. 

Recognising Tam’s leadership

as chair of UNISON Scotland’s

Health Committee. UNISON

Scotland Convener, Lilian

Macer, said: “Tam was a friend

and comrade, over many years

both Tam and I, as members of

the Ancillary Sector, supported

each other and raised our

members’ voices through the

sector and on to the Health

Committee. 

“Under Tam’s leadership as

chair of the SHC every NHS

Scotland worker has seen

benefits in pay terms and

condition, his drive and focus to

eradicate low pay in the service

will be one of his legacies and we

will continue, as he would insist,

to build on his work to improve

our members pay, conditions and

well-being for all working within the

NHS in Scotland.”

How much Tam was loved and

respected, has been demonstrated

by the many, many tributes that

have been paid to him from across

the trade union movement, the

community to which he belonged

and wider Scottish civic society.

Many UNISON members may

not have known Tam personally,

but his legacy will be that their

working lives are very much the

better because of him.

The thoughts and condolences

of all in UNISON Scotland are

with Tam’s wife Pamela, his

children Aeden and Erin and his

wider family. 

UNISON Fife Health branch announced as Fife Flyers title sponsors

Andrew Verrecchia, UNISON Fife Health branch secretary with Mike Cazzola, the

branch’s sponsored player 2019-2020 season, Carol Johnstone, Fife Flyers Commercial

Manager, and Paul Hayter Fife Health branch education officer.

UNISON Scotland

published its Housing

Manifesto, “Social Housing

at the Heart of Recovery” in

August. 
It calls for a housing system fit

for people, with more homes for

social rent and public investment

in social housing alongside a

well-funded public retrofitting

programme to improve standards

of energy efficiency, a voice for

tenants and affordable rents.

Scott Donohoe, Chair of

UNISON Scotland’s Housing

issues group said: “During the

pandemic we discovered that it is -

in fact - possible for politicians to

take radical action very quickly.

“The same urgent political

commitment is needed to end

homelessness and rough sleeping

permanently by building enough

social homes of the right type

and in the places that are

needed.”

He pointed out that we have

learned the added value of social

housing during a crisis: how it

builds community resilience and

protects the most vulnerable,

highlighting that during the

pandemic, UNISON members in

housing associations and

councils played an outstanding

role in feeding and caring for

tenants in need. 

“A similar response from

private landlords is

unimaginable; they are neither

equipped nor motivated to do so.

Investment in social housing

must now be at the centre of the

post-pandemic recovery,”

demanded Scott.

“For 40 years governments

have driven an agenda where

homes are for profit. As a result,

unearned housing wealth has

become one of the main drivers

of the widening gap between rich

and poor.

“Promoting the idea that

social housing is a ‘safety net’

which only exists to help the

poor and vulnerable is part of this

agenda. 

“It has been spun by

governments since the 1980s,

leading to the unjust

stigmatisation of council housing

in particular - and social housing

generally - as well as those who

live in it.”

Social Housing must be at the

heart of the COVID recovery
By Mandy McDowall

Regional organiser

As we went to print,

discussions were

continuing in UNISON Scotland

to formulate our response to the

consultation on the Scottish

Government’s proposals for a

National Care Service.
These go much further than the

Feeley review. The proposed

National Care Service will be a

comprehensive health and social

care service for all ages, from

infants to the elderly. 

Its remit includes not only adult

residential and home care services,

but also all adult and children’s

social work and social care,

including: alcohol and drug services

and mental health services;

community justice services and

prison social care; and all

community health services

including general practice (GPs).

Effects across sectors
Stephen Smellie, Depute

Convener and Chair of UNISON

Scotland’s Social Work Issues

Group (SWIG) said: “The proposals

are far reaching and complex and

will affect UNISON members

across several different service

groups and sectors.”

SWIG held a well attended

meeting in September for council

social work and social care

members where a number of

concerns were highlighted alongside

some potential benefits, especially

for our social care members in the

voluntary and private sector.

“The proposals for collective

bargaining for the social care sector

are to be welcomed and is what

UNISON has campaigned for,” said

Stephen. 

“For too long our social care

members have been under-valued

and poorly paid, especially in the

private sector. 

“However, UNISON’s demand

that for-profit providers should have

no place in social care has not been

incorporated in these proposals, and

that is very disappointing.”

Stephen added: “Many of the

implications for social work services

are unclear in these proposals.

“However we are clear that they

are not based on evidence of what has

worked and what hasn’t and that the

voice of the worker and service user

has not been at the centre of the

process.”

Seminar 13 October
The next in the series of SWIG

Social Work Seminars, now hosted

along with Glasgow Caledonian

University will be held on 13

October and will focus on the

proposals for a National Care

Service. Please get along if you can. 

For more information see the

National Care Service page on the

UNISON Scotland website where

you will also find the first of a

series of UNISON Scotland 'Care

Futures' briefings.

National Care

Service

proposals -

good in parts

By Nicola Morris

Area organiser

Tam Waterson: fierce, strong, kind, loyal trade unionist

By Kate Ramsden

SiU Editor
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More time to spend

building relationships

with children and a

management culture that

supports this. That’s the

change which UNISON

social work members most

want to see. 
It’s the change they told us

they need to deliver The

Promise which the Scottish

Government has made to all

children and young people in

the care system and to care

leavers. 

Almost 300 children and

families social work members

from across Scotland took part

in a UNISON Scotland Social

Work Issues Group survey held

during August. 

Members told us that

listening to children is the

cornerstone of their work. But

time, and lack of resources,

make child-centred practice

almost impossible to achieve

despite their commitment. 

Nine out of ten social

workers say that despite best

efforts, decision-making about

placements for children is

generally resource-led and not

child-led. 

While these problems may

be old, what is new is the

current determination to

transform the care system for

children over the next decade

through the Promise Change

Programme.

The Scottish Government is

also proposing that family

support, child protection and

the care system for children

will be part of the National

Care Service.

A 25% increase in funding for

social care over this five-year

parliamentary term is also

promised. This must be invested

in core children’s social work. 

The Promise directs us back

to a radical social work based

on relationship based and needs

based practice. 

Our social work members

say this is the kind of service

they want to deliver, so that

more families are supported to

stay together, and fewer

children enter care.  But to

make that possible the

workforce need to be supported

and invested in too.

Thanks to all of you who

took part in the survey.

Armed with the findings,

representatives of UNISON’s

Social Work Issues Group will

meet with Jackie Brock of The

Promise later this month to

discuss what you told us are the

investment and changes needed.  

Time and resources needed to meet ‘The Promise’
By Susan Galloway

Bargaining & Campaigns Team

UNISON pension

campaigners joined

green activists in the

streets, and committee

members in the board

room, to call for

Strathclyde LGPS Pension

Fund to rid itself of fossil

fuel investments.
UNISON, Friends of the

Earth Scotland, and Divest

Strathclyde jointly called on the

Fund to step away from climate-

destroying investments. 

The Fund, Scotland’s

biggest, is run by Glasgow City

Council and invests £26 billion

of members pensions.  

An estimated £836 million is

invested in fossil fuel

companies, whose activities not

only threaten the environment,

but are at high risk as

governments take action to

restrict fossil fuel usage and

extraction. 

With the COP26

environmental summit in

Glasgow later this year, the

council had passed a motion

calling for divestment by 2029.

However, the proposals to the

pension committee were for soft

pledges, easy for polluters to

sign up to with little

requirement for action, with no

specific timescales or deadlines.  

They did not address the two-

thirds of investments which are

hidden behind a smokescreen of

“pooled funds”, where it is not

clear which companies are

being invested in.

There was no commitment to

consult with the members of the

pension fund about their views

on how their money should be

invested.  A UNISON survey

found 80% of LGPS members

wanted climate issues to be

taken into account. 

Stephen Smellie, Depute

Convener of UNISON Scotland

said “The host city for COP26

had the chance to become an

international leader in green

pensions, but they have sadly

fallen short.  

“Given the climate

emergency we face, the

proposals are too slow, too timid

and the soft questions being

asked will allow carbon

investments to be concealed”. 

Following a public

demonstration in Glasgow, and

hard questions at the pensions

committee, there will now be an

additional special meeting to

review the proposals.

Ballot plan in Edinburgh care homes campaign

UNISON members demonstrate at pensions committee at Glasgow City Chambers

Strathclyde pension fund bows to union

pressure to review fossil fuel investment

By Simon Watson

Regional organiser

UNISON Scotland has urged

CoSLA to return to the

negotiating table after a strike ballot

returned one of the highest

turnouts in a national ballot in local

government ever achieved since

the 2016 Trade Union Act.

The ballot on the 2021 pay offer

targeted members employed in school

cleaning, school catering, school janitorial,

waste and recycling services with a 42.4%

national return. 

In a letter to CoSLA leaders, Johanna

Baxter, Head of UNISON Scotland Local

Government pointed out that “whilst

individual employer turnouts vary

considerably, we have reached the

required 50% threshold in a number of

areas.”

She added that in every area, the

percentage of those voting in favour of

taking strike action was overwhelming,

including a number who had 100% of

those balloted voting for strike action.  

“There is a very clear message to the

employer from our members that the offer

currently on the table is not acceptable.

“It is now more than nine months since

the Joint Trade Unions submitted our pay

claim, on behalf of 200k local government

workers, and 18 months into a global

pandemic which has seen them working

flat out on the frontline with no reward.  

“Our members are now at breaking

point and are worth more than what is on

offer.”

CoSLA urged to

return to talks

on council pay

Edinburgh UNISON is to

consult members at

Drumbrae care home on

industrial action unless

the Edinburgh Integrated

Joint Board (EIJB) allows

a full public consultation

on closure plans.
Drumbrae was excluded

from the consultation on its

closure and that of four other

council care homes because the

building is due to be transferred

from the council to the NHS.

But the branch argues it should

be included because it still

means the closure of a much-

needed local service.

The closure of council run

resources will effectively mean

privatising care home

provision.
The branch was set to take

its argument - and its campaign

against all the closures - to the

EIJB meeeting with a

demonstration at the city

chambers on 28 September.

Tom Connolly, branch

secretary, said: “UNISON

understands there is a

substantial waiting list for care

homes in the area and if the

need hasn’t gone away then

why should the services? 

“The unelected EIJB are

ending council run residential

care homes and slashing the

remaining beds for nursing

homes from 378 beds to just 180. 

“We need a public care home

service, it can’t just be left to the

private and third sector.”

“Holding a consultative

ballot of our members is the

last thing we want to do, but

our members are worried for

the future of the vulnerable

people who rely on them.

These people deserve better

than this – and so do the people

who care for them.”  

Hopes had been high at the

council meeting on 23

September because, following a

motion from UNISON

LabourLink members, the

council’s Labour Group

(coalition partners with the SNP)

backed UNISON’s campaign,

calling for the plans to be

rejected and for the EIJB to enter

talks with the trade union.

However, at the last minute,

SNP coalition leader Adam

McVey accepted a Green

amendment that watered down

a commitment to keep ‘the

present number of care homes’.

Concerns are also mounting

about the accountability of the

EIJB given its handling of the

situation.

At the council meeting

UNISON regional organiser

Greig Kelbie exposed that an

apparent freeze on admissions

was put in place long before

closure plans were announced,

with Drumbrae in particular

working well under capacity.

And Des Loughney from

Edinburgh Trades Union

Council revealed that the EIJB

had commissioned consultants

to advise on how to consult! -

apparently a firm with no

experience of Scottish

legislation.

By John Stevenson

Retired member

The new women’s officer for

the Further Education

branch, Grace Hepburn and

equalities branch officer Lesley

Todd have drafted a new policy

on menopause which they hope

to submit to the national

machinery in September in a bid

to get a badly needed

consistency of approach around

this issue in our colleges.
There is an absence of these

policies and a lack of awareness and

adjustment for staff who experience

the impact of menopause. 

This policy seeks to create national

guidance for adoption in all colleges

as well as ensuring workforce

adjustments for women affected by

symptoms which in 25% of cases are

severe.

Grace said: “We have been

approached by a variety of women

with stories regarding their

experiences, and it has become

apparent that there is an issue where

employers are hesitant to approach or

acknowledge the subject, and as a

result, many women have felt they

have been ignored or unfairly treated

at work.  

“We hope this policy will go some

way to alleviating this and to raise

awareness of the menopause in the

workplace and how it should be

approached”.

FE UNISON to

put spotlight on

menopause
By Chris Greenshields

UNISON Scotland FE Branch



March 2020, we were on

an emergency footing

and bracing ourselves for

the worst, so my role as a

Pain Nurse Specialist was no

longer a priority. 
Supporting people’s failing

organs, namely their lungs was

everyone’s priority. 

Almost two years after my last

shift as a Staff Nurse in a High

Dependency Unit I found myself

rapidly up-skilling to work in a

Covid Intensive Care Unit. 

The normal rules no longer

applied, the onus to be deemed as

competent at providing intensive

care was on me not the clinical

educator nor education

coordinator. 

There was a sense of urgency and

a sense of uncertainty for sure!

Being a key worker at what

was to be the first peak of the

pandemic felt good overall, I was

able to make a positive

contribution in what had become

a mad world.  

It also meant that I wasn’t

going mad at home, locked down,

surrounded by news stories and

public health messages. 

Actually going to work was

very strange, the capital city was

like a ghost town, like the

morning after Hogmanay but

without the sense of celebration. 

The bus to work was busier

than I'd have liked and my

reusable fabric face mask felt like

a poor substitute to the PPE I had

to wear at work. 

It just so happened that

spring 2020 was a warm one,

the PPE made working in Covid

ICU a sweaty experience

despite the air conditioning. 

On top of my scrubs I had to

don a pair of gloves, a fluid-

resistant gown, another pair of

gloves, a scrub hat, a tight-

fitting (FFP3) mask and a

visor. 

Although we didn’t run out

of PPE and it all met the

required specifications, the

quality of it varied wildly, some of

the fluid-resistant gowns made me

feel like I was in one of those bags

that you can put a chicken in

before you put it in the oven. 

A production line of Covid

ICU staff - old and new but who’s

who? 

We all looked like actors in an

apocalyptic film, never before had

we all looked so uniform, yet

never before was our workforce

so diverse. 

The same could be said of our

patients, lying on their front with

a tube hanging out their mouth, all

ten in our base lined up in a row in

their beds. There was one thing

missing - visitors!

I can only speak about my

experience of being a key worker

in Covid ICU in our capital city;

overall it was really positive. 

Don’t get me wrong, in thirteen

years as a Registered Nurse I have

never seen so many relatively fit

and well people so ill and I’ll

always remember my time as a

Nurse in Covid ICU. 

Many of us have learned many

lessons throughout this global

pandemic, two of mine are, the

importance of wearing a

disposable name badge and the

importance of knowing your

workforce and what you can

reasonably expect from them.

In the lead up to

UNISON’s Year of

the Disabled Worker,

North East branches

came together to hold

a well attended event

entitled “Stepping

Out: Tackling

disability

discrimination.”
The event heard from

UNISON activists from

Aberdeenshire, Orkney

Local Government,

Shetland and Moray. They

spoke of the

discrimination they had

suffered or witnessed and

how best to tackle this

with employers.

Chaired by

Aberdeenshire UNISON

Equality Co-ordinator,

Kathleen Kennedy, it

began with a presentation

from Katherine McKerrill

of Orkney branch. She

spoke of how the

legislation intended to

tackle disability

discrimination is not

working.

“Although the 2010

Equalities Act

incorporates lots of

protections, a lot of work

is needed if it is to be

more than fine words,”

said Kay.

She called for the UN

Convention for the Rights

of People with Disabilities

to be incorporated into

Scots law.

Moray’s Janis

Donaldson spoke about

her own experience of

disability both within the

community and the

workplace, saying that

“tackling disability

discrimination is a cause

close to my heart.”

Susanne Gens from

Shetland branch spoke

about the barriers to

members disclosing to the

employer that they have

disabilities, often because

of the attitude of

managers. This can mean

that they do not get the

reasonable adjustments

they need.

Aberdeenshire

UNISON’s Donna Scott

and Clare Taylor Brown

spoke very personally

about their own hidden

disabilities and their

mixed experiences of

having reasonable

adjustments put in place.

“Members need to be

aware of the policies

available to support them

and to speak up. However

this requires a culture of

support,” said Clare.

A question and answer

session further showed the

levels of disability

discrimination which still

exist in the workplace and

in communities and it was

agreed that education and

awareness raising is key. A

small group will now work

on this as part of the Year of

the Disabled Worker.
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North East branches ‘Stepping Out’ to

tackle disability discrimination

When COVID 19 hit us

in March 2020 my

role as a Staff Nurse and

Staff Side Representative

took my training to a whole

new level.
Suddenly the meaning of

being “One Team” had never

been so apparent. 

Staff were put under a huge

amount of pressure both

mentally and physically. With

services stopping, staff

shielding and being re-deployed

to work in other areas outwith

their normal remit. 

The impact of COVID and

what it meant for key workers

was enormous.

My workload increased

overnight: staff members

worried about themselves and

their families, staff shortages

and problems with skills mix. 

These are not new problems;

we have been calling for the

government to deal with staff

shortages and improve skills

mix for years. The crisis

brought them into sharp focus.

I was very lucky to be able to

work from home for most of the

time. 

Like many I was trying to

home school my children and

that in itself brought additional

worries for me. 

We very quickly learned how

to use Teams online to hold

meetings and keep in contact

with work colleagues which

was and still is a very useful

tool. 

Being at home and not able

to be as supportive to staff in

person as I would like to have

been was extremely difficult for

me as I felt like I wasn’t doing

enough for them.

I was deployed to work in

the COVID 19 vaccination

clinics. Being able to deliver

such a vital programme and

seeing the joy on people’s faces

as they came for their vaccine

was so fulfilling. 

Hearing their stories was very

emotional. Some of the patients

hadn’t left their homes or been

outside for months and they were

so grateful to be receiving a

vaccine. I still continue now to

work in the clinics when I can.

Almost 16 months later now

and we are still facing some of

the same issues with staff

shortages and long term

absences due to long-COVID,

staff being off long-term and

awaiting treatments and

procedures which have been put

on hold and delayed due to the

pandemic. 

This will have financial

implications for some staff if

they continue to be delayed. 

Many are coming to the end

of their sick pay entitlement due

to the waiting times. 

There are still so many

challenges to support members

through.

Staff wellbeing must be the

focus of the Scottish

government moving forward

and we must build back better.

This has to be a priority for all

staff.

Supporting staff under pressure 
Staff wellbeing

must be the focus

of the Scottish

government moving

forward and we

must build back

better.’
LOUISE NOBLE

‘
By Louise Noble

Fife Health Branch

Nursing in ICU at peak of pandemic
By Gordon B McFatter

Lothian Health Branch
I have never seen

so many relatively

fit and well people

so ill’
GORDON McFATTER

‘

Working during

a pandemic 

Here two members of

UNISON Scotland

Health branches speak

about their experiences

of working during the

COVID pandemic.

We are looking for the

experiences of our

members in other roles

to feature in future

issues of Scotland in

UNISON.

If you would like to tell

us your story, perhaps

as a carer, or a schools

staff member, or in

waste and recycling or

in colleges or

universities, or in the

many other roles

undertaken by 

UNISON members, 

please get in touch.

Personal
stories


